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Public safety is

missing. The

 South reach has

seen a growth in

crime

There is no police

presence in the area. 

Re: There's a police

substation is in the

works

Clearly define what is

meant by "clean"

industries

Consider a route

that serves

visitors and

residents and

connects them to

all the missions 

Opportunity Zones

Map needs

updating

Trust was

sold

to Parks

From S Cross to

Military there are 7

vacant properties

that have been

rezoned to C-1

Properties across

visitor center to

should respect the

World Heritage Site

and protect the view

shed. 

Consider the

development at S

Cross and

Roosevelt. 

There is a bond

project along

Roosevelt. 

The Roosevelt

development

touches SW

corner of

Mission San

Jose.

The items that concerns airports

is incompatible use. There is

good synergy with Brooks Area.

Southern edge of airport property

is not very developed. There are

multiple companies south of

airport site that could be

resources for this community 

Commanders

house/ park could

encourage people

to come to the

terminal. 

National Park bought

parcels to protect San

Juan Acequia (SJA).

One of their goals is to

get water back to

upper portion of (SJA). 

National Park also bought

parcel from SARA and

plans to get acres back

into cultivation. Most of the

property acquisition is for

preservation. 

Boardwalk could be an

area of opportunity.  

Airport has many parcels in

the floodplain. They do have

~15 acres that are very

developable on south side of

the creek edge

National Parks to

expand ecotourism

of eco-creek to

more natural

creek 

Is it possible to

disincentivize bar

development. They are

nuisance  for

neighborhood

- - -

This project should

consider long range

planning between

COSA and VIA. Th e

land use should be

adjusted  for

upcoming mobility

projects to ensure that

the land use supports

these projects

VIA is looking to

extend the ART

down to Navistar

Manufacturing?

Roosevelt Ave is a

high frequency

corridor

Mobility is

lacking in the

goals

-

--

Attract other

private

transportation

entities (ie: hop

and ride)

Take advantage of

mass transit and

utilize it so that it

help visitors,

residents, and the

environment

Trust sold to

National Parks

owned

National Park

Owned

The parcels along

mission drive are

accounted for.

Vacant parcels

nearby are planned

for.

The neighborhood

would like to see

more green space.

Mission marquee

plaza along with

other projects are

filling up vacant

parcels 

Everkleen motel

along with other

motels in the area

are a big issue.

They're full of crime 

There are vacant

homes in the

neighborhood that

attract criminal

activity

Look at the

Roosevelt corridor

and identify what

is detrimental to

the overall vision

Nicha's is an

example of

 positive

development in

the area

HEB does not

plan to build a

grocery store

on parcel the

they own 

Corner of 410

and Roosevelt

will be where

new apartments

will be built

Perhaps look at

how the motels

could be re-used

and revamped

There is an

issue with

vehicle

fatalities in

the area

Corner of Steve's

and Roosevelt is

where a

 transportation

station is planned

as well as other

improvements

Presa is a

corridor that

is missing

Consider Espada Rd going

into entrance of Mission

Espada. Look at this as

potentially being a focus area

(near the ice house). 

There is a vacant lot that's ripe

for development

Ravenhill

neighborhood from

Crane to Huff, the

parcels are low

density but they are

zoned MF-3

Harlandale Park needs

lighting as well as

other parks in the

area. 

Currently, parks are

notorious for crime.

Espada area is in

RPZ. 

Note: Espada

Area for Focus

Area - area is in

incompatible

runway zone (air

space protection

needed)

Harlandale Bld, on

the intersection of

S Cross and S

Flores, could be

catalyst for

development

Consider adding

locations for river

crossings used as ped

cross points

More ped crossing

should be added along

Roosevelt. It's dangerous

for people trying to cross

the street

Near San Jose

Mission there is a

senior center and

they have trouble

crossing the street

at 2911 Roosevelt

Look at area

between 410 and

entrance to

Mission Espada

along Espada

-

-


